
LP® DesignSmart Assistant 







UNCOVER 

the look you’ve 
always wanted

Discover how the right siding products and color choices can  
transform your home. The LP® DesignSmart Assistant will  

help guide and inspire you on your remodeling journey. 
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CHOOSING WHEN IT’S 

time for siding
There are many factors that can affect your choice to re-side 
your home. Choosing to start your exterior remodeling project 
sooner rather than later could help you reduce the expense of 
maintaining older, deteriorating siding. Plus, you’ll be adding 

value by enhancing curb appeal and getting the look that  
reflects your true colors. 
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Signs That You  
Need To Re-Side:

Storm damage

Sagging, cracking, dents, excessive peeling paint 

Missing siding pieces 

Fungal decay or termite damage 

Good Reasons  
To Re-Side:

You want to increase the  
value of your home

You want to complement  
your new roof or windows 

You want to reduce  
exterior maintenance 

Your home looks outdated  
compared to others near you
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TIME TO 

discover your style
Starting your remodeling project opens you up to a world of opportunity 

to find your signature look. It’s your chance to explore siding styles, colors 
and design options to transform the look of your home.  
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How Can I Prepare For Re-Siding?

Trim back any landscaping that may be touching 
your home’s siding to prevent accidental damage 
and make installation easier. 

Remove fragile items that may be hanging or 
resting on shelves inside your home’s outside 
walls. The vibration from nailing new siding onto 
your house may disturb such items.

Old siding is removed and any  
damaged areas are repaired.

New weather-resistant barrier and 
counter-flashing materials are  

installed as needed.

New LP SmartSide Trim and Siding 
products are installed. 

The proper joints are caulked and 
then your home’s exterior is painted 
using the colors of your choice unless 

prefinished siding was installed.

What Are The  
Steps To Re-Siding?

what to 
expect 

WHEN RE-SIDING

How Long Does It Take? 

Re-siding your home typically  
takes 7 to 14 days. Painting your new 
siding can take 2 to 4 days unless you 

are using LP® SmartSide® products 
that have been prefinished by an 

Approved or Preferred prefinisher.   

Can You Re-Side Any  
Time Of The Year?

Yes! In winter months, remodelers 
will typically tear off and install siding 

in sections to minimize exposure 
to the elements. Keep in mind, if 
you need to have your new siding 
painted, the paint manufacturer’s 

recommended temperature for 
application must be followed. 
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CHOOSING THE

right contractor
Choosing a preferred contractor from the LP® BuildSmart Program  

can help ensure your siding is installed properly. Pro, Expert and 
Master level members participate in both online and in-person training 

and have their reputation and professionalism reviewed by LP.

Whoever you choose, make sure to discuss the following topics: 
Applicable licenses & insurance   •   Price & itemized proposal  

Project timeline   •   Contract   •   Mode of communication
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Review The Reviews 
Qualified contractors in your area should have plenty of online references 
from nearby homeowners. Check out reviews on contractor websites or  

from other homeowners on sites like HomeAdvisor.com, GuildQuality.com,  
Facebook, Google+, and your local Better Business Bureau.

Start Your Search 
For tips on how to pick a remodeler and to find an LP BuildSmart 
preferred contractor near you, check out HomeAdvisor.com or 
visit UpsideToSmartSide.com.
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choose wisely
Premium siding options like LP® SmartSide® treated engineered wood 

siding will provide an upscale look and incredible curb appeal. Make sure 
to choose a siding material that complements existing cladding like brick 

and stone and looks appropriate for the type of siding materials  
on other homes in your neighborhood. 

The Cost of Re-Siding 

The best way to get an accurate cost estimate for re-siding your  
home with different materials is to request a quote from a local 
contractor.  You can also visit HomeAdvisor.com to review the  

newest True Cost Guides to see how much homeowners like you  
paid for their remodeling projects.  

Vinyl Siding

Fiber Cement Siding

LP SmartSide Siding      

Stucco

Brick & Stone
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Verify Before You Buy 
Before you begin your remodeling projects, please note that some neighborhoods restrict 
the use of certain exterior cladding materials to help ensure consistent curb appeal.

Before re-siding, check homeowners association regulations and local ordinances.

Vinyl Siding

Fiber Cement Siding

LP SmartSide Siding      



11 ©2016 Hanley Wood, LLC. Complete data from the Remodeling 2016 Cost vs. Value Report can be downloaded free at www.costvsvalue.com.

There are many home improvement projects that can add value to your home. Remodeling your 
home with LP® SmartSide® siding is just one way you can help recoup your money in the long run. 

For a complete list of home projects and their return on investment  
based on your geographic location, visit costvsvalue.com.

START YOUR PROJECT WITH 
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The Value Of Home Improvements
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GARAGE DOOR
Transform your home with a bold new garage  
door that you’ll love coming home to every day. 

ENTRY DOOR
Enhance the appearance of your entrance with 

 a new door that helps bring out the details  
of your home with added styling.

SIDING
Give your home the rich look of cedar with LP SmartSide 
products and enjoy curb appeal that’s designed to impress 
the neighbors.

ROOFING
Define your home’s look with a new roof that  

offers colors and textures that complement your  
siding and enhance value.

GRAND ENTRANCE
Make a grand first impression with an elaborate  
entrance that welcomes your guests with beautiful 
architectural details.

DECK ADDITION
Expand your outdoor living space with a deck that adds 
enjoyment and value when it’s time to sell your home.
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beauty AND 
durability

You can define the look of your 
home by choosing particular types of 
exterior cladding. You can even mix 

and match options for a custom look. 
However, not all cladding materials 

offer durability when faced with severe 
weather, airborne storm debris and 

everyday bumps.  
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See how LP SmartSide siding compares to other  
options at UpsideToSmartSide.com.

Compare And See

Impact Resistant Deep Texture

Vinyl Siding

Fiber Cement  
Siding

LP® SmartSide®  
Siding     

Brick

Stone
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beauty
Let The Details Define Your Home 

LP® SmartSide® treated engineered wood siding stands apart 
from other wood cladding with its realistic, deep cedar-grain 

texture. It’s a difference that enhances curb appeal and brings 
the bold look of wood to any style of home.

Cedar Texture Lap Cedar Shakes (staggered) Bold Profiles – Multi Lap Grooved Panel 

Cedar Shakes (straight) Smooth Lap Colonial Beaded Lap
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Engineered For True Beauty
LP SmartSide siding is available in a wide selection of profiles to 
help you create the perfect custom look for your remodeling project. 
Plus, with siding lengths up to 16', your home may have fewer seams 
compared to using shorter vinyl or fiber cement siding products.
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durability

Everyday Durability  
For Everyday Bumps 

LP® SmartSide® products withstand 
impact from airborne debris and 

everyday bumps better than many 
other siding products. They offer the 

kind of toughness that helps keep  
your home looking great for years.

SmartGuard® – Smart 
Protection For Your Home 

SmartGuard treats LP SmartSide products to the core 
to withstand extreme temperatures, high humidity, 

freeze/thaws, fungal decay and termites.

A Warranty That’s  
Tough To Beat 

LP has your back with an industry-leading warranty. 
With nearly 20 years of proven performance,  

it’s easy to see why LP SmartSide is one of the  
fastest-growing brands of siding materials in the U.S.

See LPSmartSide.com for complete warranty details.
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A BEAUTIFUL CHOICE

for our planet

LP® SmartSide® products are made with wood, a  
renewable resource, grown and gathered under strict 
Sustainable Forestry Initiative® standards. Plus, all  

binding agents and resins are low-emitting.

To see how LP SmartSide products are made, watch our 
Building Science videos at youtube.com/lpsmartside.
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Responsibly Made  
With Wood

100% of the log is used

Made with a renewable resource

No added formaldehyde

LP is helping to protect our environment 
by actively investing in reforestation and 

preserving wildlife habitats. Learn more about 
LP’s environmental programs at LPCorp.com.
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Advantages Of 
Prefinishing 

1
Provides a heat-cured finish for 

enhanced adhesion and durability

 
2

Eliminates the risk of painting  
in unpredictable weather

3
Ensures uniform, consistent paint 

coverage with fewer blemishes 

 
4

Gives you the option of choosing 
distinctive two-tone finishes 

 
5

Delivers instant results when  
your siding is installed 

You have a choice on how your  
LP® SmartSide® siding is finished. You 
can arrange to have it painted the color 
of your choice after it has been installed 

or have it prefinished beforehand for 
instant curb appeal.

GET  
INSTANT COLOR WITH  

prefinished
siding 
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Most homeowners are extremely satisfied with choosing 
prefinished siding. Ask your contractor for more information  
on prefinish solutions. 

For a complete list of prefinishers in  
your area, visit LPSmartSide.com.
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Meet Kristie Barnett, The Decorologist 

An award-winning expert in residential paint color, home 
staging and interior design, Kristie Barnett has created 
exclusive color collections to bring out the best features  

of homes clad in beautiful LP® SmartSide® Trim and Siding.  
The following pages will take you on a journey with Kristie  

to find the colors that are just right for your home.

DISCOVERING 

your true colors

Get To Know Our Color Expert 
Follow Kristie Barnett on her blog and our site: 
TheDecorologist.com    •    UpsideToSmartSide.com

Best of Houzz, Design Award Winner 
2016   •   2015

Best of Houzz, Service Award Winner 
2016   •   2015   •   2014   •   2013
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What To Consider 
When Choosing 
Exterior Color

Most homeowners keep the same 
colors on their homes for 15 years or 

longer. The following considerations will 
help you choose colors that you’ll love:

1
Style and Time Period of Home 

2
Personal Preferences

3
Neighboring Homes 

4
Geography and Light

5 
Existing Design Elements 
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LP ® SM A RT S T Y LE T IP

Craftsman 
Style Homes

Beiges and warm colors, such as green, 
yellow, red, orange or brown, create a 
historically appropriate color scheme 

for this early 20th-century house style.

 Avoid pastels, as they would look 
inconsistent with the architectural 

style of the gabled roofline, large front 
porch, thick columns and exposed  

wood elements.

Cape Cod & Colonial 
Style Homes

These popular home styles originated 
in the 1700s and typically feature 

dominant siding, black or gray roofs, 
and very little stone or brick to dictate 

your color choices.

 Body colors for these homes can be 
almost any saturated color you prefer. 

 A mid-toned body color pairs well with 
white trim, while a less common yet 

classic look is a light body paired with 
very dark trim.

If you want your home to feel right, it’s 
very important to choose colors that  
are consistent with the architecture  
and time period of your home. You’ll  
find there are many options that will 
bring out the inherent character and 

charm of your home.

STYLE OF home
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Choosing exterior paint colors takes 
a bit of personal reflection. Can you 

envision your home with cool or warm 
tones, neutrals or bold colors? Do you 
want a formal or a casual appearance? 
Are there certain colors you would love 

(or hate) to see from the driveway 
every day? Consider schemes that could 

work with your roof, brick, and stone 
and that are in harmony with your soul 

and your home. 

WHAT

inspires
YOU? 

Off-white or cream will appear as 
bright white on an exterior. To achieve 

a creamy trim, choose tan or beige.

If you are choosing a medium to dark 
color for shutters or body, choose 

a color two shades darker than you 
actually want it to appear.

LP ® SM A RT S T Y LE T IP
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Geography & Light
Exterior colors are influenced by region, climate, culture, altitude and lighting conditions.  

They also always appear lighter and brighter than they would inside your home.

Natural Surroundings
If your home is heavily shaded by trees or natural topography, darker colors may make it fade into the background,  
while lighter colors can make it contrast with the background. Consider which effect you prefer and what will work  

best for your architectural style and region.

Dark: 
Low Contrast

Light: 
High Contrast

Southern/Western Regions
Intense sunlight — bright, warm  
colors, red, orange, dark colors

Northern Regions
Filtered natural light — muted,  
cool colors, grays, blues, whites
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Every neutral has one or more 
undertones that boldly emerge  

in natural light. Look carefully at  
the undertones of neutrals to see 

which is dominant, so you can 
determine complementary colors 
and avoid mixing neutrals with 

different undertones.

THE 
colors 

beneath 

Gray — 
Blue Undertone

Gray — 
Purple Undertone

Gray — 
Green Undertone

Gray Undertones

Beige — 
Yellow Undertone

Beige — 
Orange Undertone

Beige — 
Pink Undertone

Beige — 
Green Undertone

Beige Undertones
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YOU’RE PART OF  

something big
Consider colors that coordinate with other homes on your street without 

 looking like a copy of your neighbor’s home. Find colors that maintain  
balance and enhance the appeal of your neighborhood.

Avoid blending into a sea of sameness   •   Embrace your home’s unique character

For example, if your neighbor’s home features medium-tone blue siding with white 
trim, a complementary scheme for your home could be medium-tone  

green or yellow siding with white trim.
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Make The Most  
Of Everything

Stone, brick, roofs and certain 
architectural features will always be 
a part of your home. The colors you 

choose must relate to these elements 
with perfect unity.  

Existing elements may limit your color 
options; however, they hold clues to 
what will work well with your home.

1
Match your trim to the  

grout color of stone or brick.

2
Choose a siding color with the  

same undertones of stone or brick.

3
Limit the overall number of colors  
you use when you have dominant  

stone or brick on your exterior.

LP ® SM A RT S T Y LE T IP
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The first choice narrows the options  
of your second choice. Once you start,  

it only gets easier!

Your Path To Choosing Colors

Start with the design elements  
that you can’t change, such as stone, 

bricks or the roof, and identify 
complementary colors.

Choose additional colors in a  
step-by-step manner, making sure  
each choice complements the ones  

that are already chosen.

Determine the color of your  
siding after your roof and brick  

colors have been decided.

THE

choices
YOU MAKE 1

If you have a brown roof and warm 
stone, your trim should be a warm 

cream, beige, or dark chocolate brown. 

2
If you have a gray or black roof  

and cool stone, your trim should be an 
off-white, light gray or dark charcoal.

3
A brown roof pairs best with warm 

body colors — beiges, yellows, greens, 
reds and muted colors.

4
A gray or black roof pairs best with cool 

body colors — grays, blues, yellows, 
whites, pastels and more vivid colors.

LP ® SM A RT S T Y LE T IP
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1

2

3
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Even a small, simple home can pack  
a big punch of curb appeal with 

the right paint colors. It’s an easy, 
affordable way to transform the look  

of your home to give a welcoming  
first impression.

The Right Colors:

• Improve your curb appeal

• Help increase property value

• Make your home easier to sell

ENHANCING YOUR 

curb appeal
WITH COLOR

Get A Fresh 
Perspective

1
Take a picture of your home  

from the street.

 
2

Look for flaws or features that  
you’ve never noticed before.

3
Compare your home to others  

in the neighborhood.

 
4

Take notes of what you like and  
dislike about color and color  
placement on other homes.

 
5

Use Pinterest or Houzz to identify 
possible color schemes.
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1
Consider plant color as part of the 

overall color scheme.

 
2

Window boxes or a trellis can  
further add beauty and dimension  

to your home.

3
Use sidewalks and garden features  
to also add to a home’s curb appeal.

 
4

Downplay lackluster features  
like boring garage doors by painting 

them the same color as the body  
of the house.

LP ® SM A RT S T Y LE T IP
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The Eyes  
Of The Home

Painting the windows differently  
from the trim is gaining popularity  

in new builds, but the application has  
historical roots. Think of a dark color  

on the windows as a sort of “eyeliner” 
to create a crisp, clean look for the  

eyes of the house.

A Welcoming Sign 
Painting your front door is an 

inexpensive way to give your entry 
new life and enhance your home’s curb 
appeal. The most universally attractive 

front door colors are red, black and 
blue, but don’t let that prevent you 

from experimenting with color. 



1
Doors and shutters do not have to  
be painted the same color; consider 

pairing a colorful front door with dark, 
neutral shutters or vice versa.

   
2

Create dramatic beauty by  
highlighting architectural features  
with contrasting or darker colors  

than the rest of your home. 

 
3

Use accent colors on doors, windows, 
shutters and even batten to set them 
apart from the siding or stone color.

  
4

Attractive windows can be  
highlighted with contrasting trim  

color or accentuated with shutters  
in a coordinating color.

 

LP ® SM A RT S T Y LE T IP
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Kristie is pleased to introduce her custom color collection to 
help you find the perfect color scheme for your home. To learn 
more about Kristie’s custom colors and how you can purchase 
paint or prefinished LP® SmartSide® Trim and Siding similar to 

the colors in this book, visit UpsideToSmartSide.com  
or TheDecorologist.com.

A Color Just For You 

The following color sets are specially chosen by Kristie, The 
Decorologist, to bring out the beauty in different styles of 
homes. The color sets are organized by roof color to make  

your selections as easy as possible.

FIND YOUR HOME’S TRUE COLORS  
WITH KRISTIE BARNETT, 

the decorologist
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The colors, both printed and samples, are representative only. Prefinisher and supplier color choices and availability vary greatly.  

Please contact your local supplier to request samples of actual color options and verify availability of prefinished product, pricing and paint warranty details.
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Color Sets for Brown Roofs

Color Set 4

Candlelight

Trim/Windows Trim

Color Set 1 Color Set 2

Shutters Door/Windows/Shutters/GuttersDoor

Stone Door Cathedral

Squirrel Tail BavarianPortrait BlueShortening Bread Cathedral

Trim Trim

Color Set 3

Door/Windows/Shutters Gutters/Windows Door/Shutters

Elk Horn

 Stoneybrook Acres Bavarian  Garden GnomeUnicorn Leeds Castle
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Trim/Windows Trim/Windows

Trim

Color Set 7 Color Set 8

Color Set 6

Gutters/Shutters Door/Shutters

Door/Windows

Door

Tortoise Shell Enchanted Cottage

Shortening Bread

Squirrel Tail Stone Door

 Copper Pot

CherokeeCathedral Leeds Castle

Crocodile Tears

Color Set 5

Trim/Windows Door

Delta Moss

 Copper PotCathedral

The colors, both printed and samples, are representative only. Prefinisher and supplier color choices and availability vary greatly.  

Please contact your local supplier to request samples of actual color options and verify availability of prefinished product, pricing and paint warranty details.
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Color Sets for Black and Gray Roofs

Trim/Windows Trim/Windows

Color Set 9

Door/Shutters Shutters/Door

Elk Horn

Cobblestone Iron GateLeeds Castle Leeds Castle

Color Set 10

Storybook Red

Trim/Windows

Color Set 11

Door

Rembrandt Blue

Potting ShedSugar Cube

Trim

Color Set 12

Shutters Door/Windows

Leeds Castle

Enchanted Cottage  Stoneybrook AcresLeeds Castle
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Trim/Windows

Trim/Windows

Color Set 13

Color Set 15

Shutters

Gutters/Shutters

Door

Door

Ashwood

Paper Birch

Enchanted Cottage

Embers

Candlelight

Storybook Red

Leeds Castle

Sugar Cube

Trim/Windows

Trim/Windows

Color Set 14

Color Set 16

Door

Door/Shutters

Delta Moss

Creek Bottom

Glorygold

Gray Gables

Leeds Castle

Paper Birch

The colors, both printed and samples, are representative only. Prefinisher and supplier color choices and availability vary greatly.  

Please contact your local supplier to request samples of actual color options and verify availability of prefinished product, pricing and paint warranty details.
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Trim

Trim/Windows Trim/Windows

Color Set 17

Color Set 19 Color Set 20

Shutters

Gutters/Shutters Shutters

Door/Windows

Door Door

Cobblestone

Manor House

Lambs Ear

Iron Gate

 Ashwood Portrait Blue

Potting Shed

Glorygold Storybook Red

Leeds Castle

Manor House Sugar Cube

Trim/Windows

Color Set 18

Door/Shutters

Graystoke

 Delta MossLeeds Castle

Color Sets for Black and Gray Roofs

The colors, both printed and samples, are representative only. Prefinisher and supplier color choices and availability vary greatly.  

Please contact your local supplier to request samples of actual color options and verify availability of prefinished product, pricing and paint warranty details.
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LIFESTYLE FRAME  
ELEMENTS WILL BE HERE
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Ashwood

Enchanted Cottage

Candlelight

Leeds Castle

Leeds 
Castle

Enchanted 
Cottage

Stoneybrook 
Acres

Storybook 
Red

Leeds 
Castle

Iron 
Gate

The colors, both printed and samples, are representative only. Prefinisher and supplier color choices and availability vary greatly. Please contact 

your local supplier to request samples of actual color options and verify availability of prefinished product, pricing and paint warranty details.
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Crocodile Tears
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Gray 
Gables

Shortening Bread

Copper Pot

Crocodile Tears

Ashwood
Creek 

Bottom

Elk Horn Unicorn
Stoneybrook 

Acres

The colors, both printed and samples, are representative only. Prefinisher and supplier color choices and availability vary greatly. Please contact 

your local supplier to request samples of actual color options and verify availability of prefinished product, pricing and paint warranty details.



LIFESTYLE FRAME  
ELEMENTS WILL BE HERE
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Rembrandt Blue

Potting Shed

Sugar Cube

Tortoise 
Shell

Squirrel 
Tail

Cathedral

Bavarian Cathedral

The colors, both printed and samples, are representative only. Prefinisher and supplier color choices and availability vary greatly. Please contact 

your local supplier to request samples of actual color options and verify availability of prefinished product, pricing and paint warranty details.



OPTION 2

Primary Siding Style
  Textured          Smooth

  Lap Siding         

  Panel Siding 

  Cedar Shakes

Secondary Siding Style
  Textured          Smooth

  Lap Siding         

  Panel Siding 

  Cedar Shakes

Trim Style
  Textured          Smooth

  Narrow             Wide 

Prefinished Siding
  Yes           No

Color Combination
Primary Siding Color 

Secondary Siding Color 

Trim Color 

Accent Color 

OPTION 1

Primary Siding Style
  Textured          Smooth

  Lap Siding         

  Panel Siding 

  Cedar Shakes

Secondary Siding Style
  Textured          Smooth

  Lap Siding        

  Panel Siding 

  Cedar Shakes

Trim Style
  Textured          Smooth

  Narrow             Wide 

Prefinished Siding
  Yes           No

Color Combination
Primary Siding Color 

Secondary Siding Color 

Trim Color 

Accent Color 

Next Steps

 

 

 

Contractor Information
Name 

Phone 

Email 

Address 

Your LP® DesignSmart Favorites 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 



Notes





A Special Thanks
LP® SmartSide® is proud to collaborate with the  
following individuals and businesses in the creation  
of the LP DesignSmart Assistant: 

The Decorologist — Kristie Barnett
TheDecorologist.com 
© The Decorologist 

GAF Roofing
Provided images featured on pages 32 and 47–51 
GAF.com 
© 2016 GAF

Eldorado Stone
Provided images featured on pages 12, 32 and 47–51  
EldoradoStone.com
© 2016 Eldorado Stone

Coronado Stone Products
Provided images featured on pages 12, 32 and 47–51  
Coronado.com
© 1997-2016 Coronado Stone Products®



VISUALIZE YOUR DREAM HOME 

Explore your design choices with the LP® SmartSide® 
online visualizer. You can upload a photo of your home, 
select various siding styles and explore color options.  
You can even share your results with your friends.  
Find your style at UpsideToSmartSide.com.

The colors, both printed and samples, are representative only. Prefinisher and 
Supplier color choices and availability vary greatly. Please contact your local 
supplier to request samples of actual color options and verify availability of 
prefinished product, pricing and paint warranty details.

LPCorp.com 
Cal. Prop 65 Warning: Use of this product may result in exposure to wood dust, 
known to the State of California to cause cancer.

©2016 Louisiana-Pacific Corporation. All rights reserved. SFI is a registered 
trademark of Sustainable Forestry Initiative, Inc. SmartGuard is a registered 
trademark of Louisiana-Pacific Corporation. All other trademarks are owned by 
Louisiana-Pacific Corporation. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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